
 

AMASA's October meeting brings the industry an update
on SABC TV

There has been a lot of activity in Auckland Park this year! One hot topic right now in the marketing and advertising
industry is how media agencies and marketers are moving forward with the SABC's current advertising pricing structures.
The Advertising Media Association of South Africa (AMASA) will unpack this topic at its upcoming meeting on the 3rd
October.

“The national broadcaster is justifying its TV rate increases on a cost per thousand (CPT) viewer basis as opposed to cost
per point (CPP), but it's simply not possible to make year on year comparisons utilising CPT,” says AMASA Chairman Rob
Smuts. “The TAMS TV universe underwent major changes earlier this year, making any comparisons with previous data null
and void.”

“As we all know, on April 2, the TAMS Black Rural panel was added to the people meter sample base. The resultant impact
for planners and marketers is huge and we will discuss how the new rural panel will influence television reporting. We will
also be delving into the aspects of the SABC's long term rate card, regional ad splits, overnight ratings and looking at
current and potential future rate inflation, all driven by the national broadcaster.”

“AMASA is committed to bringing the industry topical monthly gatherings that are of high value to those operating within the
world of advertising, media and marketing. We believe that the October SABC TV discussion will be no exception,” he says.

An expert panel of speakers including Strini Naicker general manager for SABC Television, independent media analyst
Gordon Muller of GSM Quadrant and AGB Nielsen Executive Director Chris Eyre are set to provide a platform for a
fascinating discussion.

AMASA's October meeting will be recorded by The Times, SA's first national interactive daily newspaper and uploaded onto
its website, shortly after the meeting. The newspaper will also carry editorial snippets and video clips of the meeting.

Where and when: 3 October, 16h30 at the JSE, 1 Exchange Square Sandown. 

E-commerce landscape in SA - Insights and trends for marketers? 1 Dec 2021

Amasa forum event is back at the normal venue: Advertising spend is up - has the industry turned the
corner? 9 Nov 2021

Amasa Media Management in Brand Building online course with Vega School: 1 July-9 September 2021 18

May 2021

Amasa presents She Leads. She Empowers. The Unique Qualities of Women Leadership - 31 August
4.30pm 28 Aug 2020

Amasa Ignite Webinar Forum - Purpose-driven conscious marketing 28 Jul 2020

Amasa

The Advertising Media Association of South Africa's primary focus is the education of people with an interest in
the media, marketing and advertising industry.
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